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It continues to be my pleasure and privilege to serve as the Chairman, President and CEO of the
West Virginia Mutual Insurance Company (WVMIC.) Now in our twelfth year of operation, we
are a mature, very financially secure company that continues to be the premier medical professional
liability insurer in West Virginia. As a result, we continue to carry an A- “Excellent” rating by
A. M. Best, the preeminent insurance rating agency. At our core, we remain physician centric: we
are physician-owned, physician-governed, and physician-managed, and as a mutual domiciled
in the Mountain State, we are in no way beholden to out-of-state shareholders or owners. WVMIC
now has the capability to grant dividends to our owners/insureds when it is financially prudent
to do so, and we are the first medical professional liability insurance (MPLI) company to ever
have done this in our state (almost $14 million over the past few years). Our Mutual continues
to also be unique among state MPLI companies in its very active advocacy for our insureds to
protect our civil justice reforms, which have dramatically improved our state’s practice and
public health environment. Furthermore, we continue to assess the changing healthcare
marketplace and adapt to it, which has resulted in the development of our capacity to insure
facilities and hospitals.

I begin my message once again by saying what a great honor and privilege it is to serve you, the
physician owners of the West Virginia Mutual Insurance Company, as your Chief Operating
Officer. The Mutual is your company, and I want to thank you for allowing me to work for you
as I serve West Virginia physicians in this capacity.

WVMIC continues to be recognized as an industry leader in risk management initiatives, which
very importantly emphasize best practices and patient safety. Special emphasis is placed on
effective communication, especially our flagship C.A.R.E. disclosure and apology program.
Since our inception, an impressive 25% of our Mutual employees have been engaged in this
pursuit, and we even have a Compliance Specialist who is available to provide information
and a review of your processes regarding HIPAA and privacy matters. I function as Medical
Director for risk management, and these programs continue to be very popular with our owners /
insureds. Indeed, over 98% of WVMIC insured physicians have participated in one or more of
these, which is a testament to their popularity and utility.
As is obvious, healthcare is undergoing change more rapidly than at any other time during my
professional career. Uncertainty abounds regarding Obamacare’s evolving implementation,
including electronic health records, quality based reimbursement and, indeed, reductions in
reimbursement for healthcare providers of all stripes. Therefore, it is very fortunate that West
Virginia physicians no longer have to worry about the availability or the affordability of medical
liability insurance. Our Mission Statement’s foundation is that we will “…provide professional
liability insurance…on a sound and enduring basis.” Our Mutual has been able to be very successful
in a challenging venue that has caused many MPL insurers to give up on our state in the past, leaving
West Virginia physicians, myself included, without a viable alternative option. What a refreshing
change this is to have one less worry about the future. We Are Physicians Insuring Physicians.

Your Mutual is governed by physicians who serve on its Board of Directors, and it is managed
by a physician who performs the duties of CEO and President of this very successful insurance
company. The Board and Executive Management, all of whom are West Virginians, give your
Mutual a distinct advantage over out-of-state companies that are more concerned with profits
than the protection of WV citizens.
Being physician-focused, the Mutual has a keen understanding of the effect a claim has on a
physician. Our claims consultants are second to none when it comes to understanding the claim
process and assembling a top notch team of experts to represent you. The defense attorneys
that work with WVMIC have well-earned reputations for aggressively defending their physician
clients. The team, consisting of the policyholder, defense counsel, medical experts and the
claims consultant, work together to extensively review the standard of care and develop a very
effective defense strategy. Everyone on the team is fully involved from the beginning to the end
of the litigation process.
In fact, the dedication and expertise of all Mutual employees allows us to effectively fulfill our
Mission. Over the past eleven years, we have developed a culture in which service to our insureds
comes first. From Underwriting to Risk Management to Claims, we consistently do what is
proper and best for our policyholders. Because of this commitment to excellence, the majority
of WV physicians who purchase medical malpractice insurance coverage choose the Mutual.
You should be proud of the accomplishments of your Mutual. West Virginia physicians have
established a company that in just eleven years has been more successful than all the stock
companies that previously provided medical professional liability insurance in our state. WVMIC
has decreased premiums substantially over this time, has paid back the $24 million loan to the
State, has expanded coverage at no cost to policyholders to include legal assistance with administrative
issues and cyber liability, and has paid you very significant policyholder dividends.
The Mutual’s success is proving that through hard work and dedication West Virginia physicians
will make healthcare in our state the best it can be.
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Strong Market Presence

Claims Expertise

The West Virginia Mutual Insurance Company remains the premier medical professional
liability insurer in West Virginia. WVMIC is physician-owned, physician governed and physician
managed. Local doctors make the decisions regarding the direction of the company, not
out-of-state shareholders who place their interest in profits above the interests of WV physicians.
Over the past eleven years the Mutual has been the stable and predictable insurer of physicians
in West Virginia. This reliability has assisted in the recruitment of many new physicians to
our state and the retention of West Virginia Medical School graduates. Unlike previous years
when insurance companies began writing medical professional liability insurance in WV
and then exited when their results were not as desired, the Mutual’s dependable insurance
protection can be counted on and these new doctors are staying here to provide much needed
healthcare to our citizens.

We take allegations against our insured physicians very seriously. When a claim arises, the
Mutual understands that your reputation and livelihood are on the line. The Mutual’s claims
consultants are West Virginians and are extremely knowledgeable and familiar with medical
malpractice litigation. They will lead you through every step of the litigation process. The
consultants, in collaboration with you and your defense counsel, will chart a path that provides
you aggressive representation every step of the way. Your team will conduct an extensive review
of the standard of care in your case and formulate an effective defense strategy. This knowledge
will allow sound decisions to be made regarding your case in a fully informed manner.

Financial Strength
For eleven years now, WVMIC has successfully charted a course that has allowed significant
financial benefits to its physician policyholders. Since 2004, the Mutual has significantly
grown assets and policyholder surplus, reduced physician premiums, provided excellent
services to West Virginia physicians, repaid the original surplus loan to the State and paid
dividends to insured policyholders. This has been accomplished by a strong, physician-led
Board of Directors with physician involvement in underwriting, claims and risk management,
as well as an experienced and knowledgeable executive management team well versed in
insurance company operations. In light of its financial achievements, A. M. Best, the country’s
foremost insurance company rating agency, awarded the Mutual an A- (Excellent) rating
three years ago and has confirmed that rating each year since. This is a source of pride to
West Virginia physicians who had for many years prior to the Mutual’s formation experienced
a much more adverse medical professional liability environment.

Risk Management
The Board of Directors made a conscious decision when the Mutual was founded to dedicate
considerable time and attention to assisting physician insureds with managing the risk of
their practice of medicine. Since our beginning, 25% of the Mutual employees have been
engaged in risk management and education. We are passionate about devoting resources
that will ultimately prevent problems for patients and enhance the value of the premium
paid by policyholders. Over the eleven years the Mutual has provided medical professional
liability to West Virginia physicians, more than 98% of our insured physicians have participated
in our best-in-class risk management programs.

Adapting to Change
First and foremost, WVMIC is a Medical Professional Liability Insurance Company providing
exceptional insurance protection, as well as industry-leading risk management services and
aggressive claims representation to West Virginia physicians. However, the delivery of
healthcare is changing rapidly, and we must adapt to these changes. We understand the
enormous pressures placed on physicians today as you provide healthcare to the citizens of
our great state. Your Mutual is committed to providing protection to healthcare providers in
this changing environment. With more physicians being employed by healthcare facilities
such as hospitals and corporations that contract physician services, WVMIC is expanding its
endeavors to insure these entities. This expansion will allow the Mutual to afford valuable
insurance protection to more physicians, which will provide more stability in the insurance
market. The Mutual’s Mission states that it will “provide professional liability insurance to
healthcare providers on a sound and enduring basis.” WVMIC considers it a necessity to adapt
to the many changes in healthcare to ensure that we will be the physician-friendly insurance
company preferred by most physicians in West Virginia for many years to come.

Advocacy
West Virginia Mutual Insurance Company remains a strong advocate for West Virginia physicians
in all branches of government whether, legislative, executive or judicial; and we are the only
medical professional liability insurance company in our state to do so. The Mutual Board
and Executive Management meet regularly with legislative leaders and individuals in key
executive and regulatory positions within State government. Also, when it is appropriate to
do so, your Mutual files amicus briefs when attacks are made against the civil justice reforms
that have stabilized the legal environment in West Virginia. It is critical that we continue to
monitor issues that can have an impact on healthcare and insurance in West Virginia. The
Mutual continues its vigilance as matters arise that affect both you and your patients.
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Assets

physician

2015

2014

$163,752,000

$164,750,000

4,871,000

8,461,000

$168,623,000

$173,211,000

$44,827,000

$49,701,000

19,146,000

19,577,000

6,627,000

5,496,000

70,600,000

74,774,000

7,651,000

7,651,000

90,372,000

90,786,000

98,023,000

98,437,000

$168,623,000

$173,211,000

Written Premium

$23,469,000

$25,644,000

Earned Premium

18,556,000

20,390,000

Loss & Loss Expense Incurred

15,976,000

22,587,000

Underwriting Expenses

7,011,000

7,250,000

Net Investment Income

4,823,000

5,742,000

-

6,250,000

392,000

(9,954,000)

($190,000)

($4,269,000)

$582,000

($5,685,000)

Cash and Investments
Other Assets

governed

physician

managed

Liabilities
Loss & Loss Expense Reserves
Unearned Premiums
Other Liabilities

Policyholders’ Surplus
Paid in and Contributed
Other

Dividends to Policyholders
Statutory Income before Income taxes
Federal Income Taxes
Net Income (loss)

physician

driven

Physicians
Insuring
Physicians
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(304) 343-3000
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Robert L. Wheeler, M.D.
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Michael A. Stewart, M.D.
Treasurer

John W. Neville, Jr., M.D.

Tamara D. Huffman, CPCU
Executive Vice President and COO
(304) 348-5381
lively@wvmic.com

Secretary

Gary J. Schultz, CPA

B. Frederick Becker

Senior Vice President, CFO
(304) 348-5382
schultz@wvmic.com

Hans G. Dransfeld, M.D.
Joseph V. Funderburk, III
Robert L. Ghiz, M.D.

Scott Atkins
Vice President, Underwriting
(304) 348-5362
atkins@wvmic.com
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Bruce R. Martin, CIC
Luke W. Martin, M.D.
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